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Abstract

Interest with collagen due its unique properties and functions 
has been increased recently. Different sources such as avian, 
aquatic, bovine, porcine, recombinant, and synthetic are used 
to produce collagen. It has been utilized in the biomedical 
devices, pharmaceutical, food and beverage formulations, 
cosmetic industry, etc. Collagen-based drug delivery systems 
are used for the treatment of different diseases; whereas use of 
collagen in food formulations increases nutritive value of the 
foods with increased stability of emulsions. Collagen has also 
been applied as protein dietary supplements, carriers, food 
additive, edible film, and coatings. Collagen-based films and 
coatings help to preserve quality properties of the biological 
material and/or food samples. Extensive use of collagen 
draws more attention on structure, origin of sources, health 
benefits and current use; thus, structure, sources, functions, 
and applications of collagen are summarized.

Keywords: Collagen; Health promotion effect, Biomedical 
device, Food ingredient, Nutrition
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Introduction

With an increased demand for polymers compatible with human 
tissue with no side and adverse effect on human body; bioma-
terials such as collagens have gained a great importance due to 
its potential to be used in different applications. Collagen form-
ing 25% of the total body protein of vertebrates is a naturally 
occurring major connective tissue protein as well as bone, skin, 
cartilage, tendon and ligament [1. It compromises ¾ of the skin 
dry weight, and is the most abundant component in extracellu-
lar matrix  [2, 3] (Table 1). So far twenty-eight different types 
of collagen composing 46 distinct polypeptide chains have been 
reported and identified in vertebrates [4].

Collagen has very critical role in the extracellular matrix espe-
cially in molecular and cellular interactions with the determi-
nation of both shape and form of the tissues. Importance of the 
collagen comes also from its important role in tissue and organ 
formation and cell expression. It is one of the best surface-active 
agent and has ability to penetrate a lipid-free interface. Compare 
to gelation and albumin known as natural biopolymers, colla-
gen has higher biodegradability in biologic environment without 
leaving no permanent foreign residue, weak antigenity, and su-
perior biocompatibility. Moreover, collagen has ability to form 
extra strong fiber and provide stability of the fiber by cross-link-
ing and self-aggregation [5].

Collagen is one of the most suitable biomaterial in biomedical 
applications due to its safety and excellent biocompatibility, but 
it has poor mechanical strength and limited efficiency in infect-
ed sites [6. Thus, current use of collagen with future perspective 
need to be addressed in order to understand its function as bio-
material better. 

Knowledge regarding biosynthesis, structure, and interactions 
of collagen would help development of different biomaterials to 
be used for burn treatment, bone repair, wound closure, hernia 
repair, hemostasis, cartilage defects, and various dental applica-
tions  [7, 8].  Collagen use in drug delivery systems includes gel 
form combined with liposomes, nanoparticles for gene delivery, 
tablets and pellets form for protein delivery, control material for 
transdermal delivery in addition to forming artificial blood ves-
sels, skin replacement, and bone substitutes [6]. 

Collagen structure

Collagen is a rod-shaped molecule with 3000 Å in length 15 Å 
in width with 300 kDa molecular weight [6]. Collagen structure 
involves three polypeptide chain wrapped around another like 
three-stranded rope with each chain having individual twisting 
in opposite direction to each other. High glycine and amino acid 
residues effect formation of helix structure in collagen molecule 
[6]. Collagen molecules can contain identical (homomeric) or 
genetically distinct (heteromeric) α chains. Each strand in col-
lagen molecule is initially formed as a left-handed symmetry 
before its structure is finalized as a right-handed triple helix [9] 
(Figure 1).

Type Type of the collagen

I Tendon, skin, organs, vasculature,  bone (main component of the organic part of bone)
II Cartilage
III Reticulate, 
IV The epithelium-secreted layer of the basement membrane
V Hair, cell surface, placenta

Table 1: Common types of collagen
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The triple helix stability is provided by intra- and inter-molec-
ular hydrogen bonds associated with glycyl residue of NH and 
CO groups in the neighboring chain. Bond formation also oc-
curs by introduction of water molecules though the formation 
of hydrogen bonds with the help of the collagen hydroxyl groups 
[10]. Collagen family due to differences in the length of helix, 
presence of non-helical components in the structure, variations 
in the structure of the basic polypeptide chain, interruptions in 
helix structure, and differences in the termination of the heli-
cal domain has been classified into different groups [11]. These 
structural differences allow collagen structures to be classified as 
FACIT (Fibril Associated Collagens with Interrupted Triple He-
lices), FACIT-like collagen, fibrillar collagens, basement mem-
brane collagen, beaded filament collagen, transmembrane col-
lagen, short-chain collagen, and unclassified collagen. Different 
type of collagens differ in their length of the helix and fractions 
of non-helical components [12, 13].

Depending on their structure, more than 20 different types of 
collagen have been characterized with triple helix conforma-
tion having three polypeptide chain twined around each other. 
Repeated triplets in the each chain of the right-handed helical 
structure contain repeated sequence of glycine-X-Y with X and 
Y are indicated as  proline or hydroxyproline, consequently [10]. 
Glycine is buried inside the core of the rod-shaped structure; 
whereas the other amino acids are placed on the surface [9]. This 
structure is further supported by interchain N-H (Gly) O=C(x) 
hydrogen bonds and electrostatic interactions [14]. Presence of 
triple helix is the main property of the collagen structure. Triple 

helix structure may vary depending on the type of the collagen 
present in the structure [11.

Type I collagen classified as fibrillar group synthesized as procol-
lagen (soluble precursor molecules) is the most common form. 
Stability of fibrillary collagen is greatly depended on non-reduc-
ible covalent cross-linking in the triple helix [15]. Fibrils in FAC-
IT collagen is interrupted by non-helical domains, and compare 
to fibril forming collagens C-NC domain in these molecules are 
shorter. Type IX, XII, XIV, XVI, XIX, XX, XXI, and XXI are also 
belong to FACIT group. The collagen molecules in the beaded 
filament collagen group constructed with no cleavage in the 
terminal region, and these uncleaved regions facilitate the bead 
region in collagen filaments. The most distinct characteristic of 
FACIT group is association of large N- and C-terminals [9, 12, 
16]    like in type VI even though its short triple helical domain. 
Moreover, type VI collagen is also classified under beaded fila-
ment collagen [9]. Non-fibrillar collagen includes the group of 
the basement membrane and associated collagen; whereas col-
lagen IV is classified under non-fibrillar collagen present in ep-
ithelial lining cavities, endothelium tissue in blood vessel, mus-
cle, nerve, and fat cells. Collagen IV which molecules are longer 
compare to fibrillar collagen is classified under non-fibrillar col-
lagen subgroup that is present as thin sheets [9]. Collagen group 
VII is essential for functional integrity [11]. Short chain colla-
gen locating under endothelial cells are defined as mesh forming 
collagen. Mineralizing cartilage contain some of the short chain 
collagens which also include type VIII functioning in cell pro-
liferation as a growth enhancer and X group of collagens [12]. 

Figure 1: Collagen sources
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Transmembrane collagens having long but interrupted triple he-
lical domain with a short N terminal domain act as cell surface 
receptors and matrix components involved in adhesion [9, 12, 
17, 18]. Type XIII, XVII, XXIII, XXV, and the other collagen-like 
proteins are classified as transmembrane collagens. Type I, II, III, 
V, and XI are distinct with their three chains and continuous tri-
ple-helical structure. Except for type XI, the others are defined 
as fibril-forming collagens. Besides, they carry large sections of 
homologous sequences. The triple helical conformation regions 
in the type IV collagen are interrupted with large non-helical do-
mains and with the short non-helical peptide interruption. Type 
IX, XI, XII, and XIV collagens are also known as fibril associated 
with small chains containing non-helical domains [17, 19]. Type 

VI and type VII collagens are classified as microfibrilla and fibril 
collagens, respectively. Triple helix topocollagen molecules form 
a fibril structure with distinct periodicity are the result of orderly 
arrangement. Both ends of the molecules have connected with 
nonhelical telopeptides that serve as the main source of antige-
nicity. After the discovery of type III collagen containing type I 
collagen and forming mixed fibrils as well as discovery of type IV, 
the terminology of the collagen was reorganized. Collagens were 
numbered with Roman numbers (I, II, III, IV, etc); whereas poly-
peptide chain are classified using α chains with Arabic numbers 
(α1, α2, α3, etc.) [17, 19] (Table 2).

Group of collagen
1. Fibrillar (Type I, II, III, V, XI)
2. Non-fibrillar

2.1 Short chain (Type VIII, X)
2.2 Basement membrane (Type IV)
2.3 Multiplexin (Multiple Triple Helix domains with Interruptions) (Type XV, XVIII
2.4 Microfibril forming (Type VI)
2.5 Anchoring fibrils (Type VII)

2.6
FACIT (Fibril Associated Collagens with Interrupted Triple Helices) (Type IX, XII, XIV, XIX, 

XXI))
2.7 MACIT (Membrane Associated Collagens with Interrupted Triple Helices) (Type XIII, XVII)

Table 2: Classification of collagen (Franzke et al., 2005)

Collagen sources

Slaughterhouse by products such as bones, hides, cartilages, ten-
dons, or recombinant collagen are commonly used as raw ma-
terial for collagen production with bovine and pigs as primary 
source at industrial scale [20]. Collagen utilized in cosmetics, 
medicine and other non-biomedical applications are usually use 
bovine collagen. Sterile and purified collagen from cow skin is 
usually utilized as injectable bovine collagen [21]. Both pig skin 
and bones are commonly used for porcine collagen extraction. 
Pig hides are also used for porcine type I collagen source [22, 23]. 
Poultry by-products such as bones, cartilage, and skin, although 
less preferred are also utilized as collagen source [24].

Annelids, poriferans, echinoderms, coelenterates, crustaceans, 
and mollusks have been widely utilized as collagen source [25, 
26]. Japanese sea bass skin, yellow fine tuna bladder, skins, fin, 
bones and swim bladder of big head carp, sea urchin, cartilage 
from sturgeon [ 27] and sponges, and sea cucumber are the some 
of the marine originated collagen sources [26-30]. Type I colla-

gen mainly extracted from Japanese sea-bass [31], sole fish [32], 

skin of silver carp [33], bullhead shark [34], mackerel [35], scales 
of Nile tilapia [28], and from the bones of skipjack tuna [36] (Fig. 
1).

Properties of collagen 

Functional properties of collagen can be categorized as gelling 
behaviors of texturing, gel formation, water binding capacity, 
thickening and surface behaviors of foaming and stabilization, 
colloid function, emulsification, film formation, and colloid 
function [20, 37]. Collagen molecules can form aggregation with 
the cleavage of intra- and inter-molecular cross links during ther-
mal solubilization. Gel forming ability of collagen can change de-
pending on the type of collagen, ionic strength, and pH [38, 39].

Gel melting point and gel strength are the most important prop-
erties of the gels as they are extensively used in food, pharmaceu-
tical, and cosmetic industries [40]. Collagen with its hydrophilic 
nature is used for the minimization of dripping loss on meat and 
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fish products. Gelling properties of collagen, on the other hand, 
made it possible to be used as wetting agents in food, medical, 
and pharmaceutical applications [20, 40]. Water absorption 
property of collagen obtained from sea cucumber  Stichopus 
japonicas  improves the appearance, as well as the physical and 
sensory properties of the final products after thermal treatment 
[41. Presence of the polar in addition to carboxyl (-COOH) and 
hydroxyl (-OH) groups on the surface of the collagen molecule 
obtained from sea cucumber Holothuria cinerascens is important 
feature to improve the moisture retention of products especially 
in cosmetic products [42]. 

Charged groups of collagen having hydrophilic or hydrophobic 
amino acids determine its surface properties. Both hydrophilic 
or hydrophobic groups have the ability to reduce surface tension, 
and hydrophilic areas of the peptide chain have great impact 
on foaming and emulsifying properties [43]. There is a positive 
correlation between the emulsion capacity of the collagen 
and protein concentration as well as hydrophobic amino acid 
content. Moreover, foaming and emulsifying properties of 
collagen is affected by pH, temperature, homogenization, and 
concentration [44, 45].

Common use of collagen 

Production of film/disc/sheet for treatment of infections in 
different tissues such as liver cancer or infected corneal tissue 
as well as drug carrier for different antibiotics are common use 
of collagen. Collagen can form film with 0.01-0.5 mm thickness 
and drug can be loaded into the collagen membrane by either 
simple entrapment, covalent and/or hydrogen bonding. Collagen 
film are useful as gene delivery tool to promote bone formation. 
Collagen film and/or matrices can also act as scaffolds to help 
survival and growth of the transfected fibroblasts [46].

Collagen-based drug delivery systems are useful tools to heal 
corneal epithelium from the blinking action of the eyelids. 
Collagen matrix can serve as drug reservoir as drugs are 
entrapped inside the collagen matrix. Eye tear flushing though 
the shield provides dissolving the shield allowing to lubricate eye 
surface and increase healing of the epithelial [47].

Collagen sponges are combined with elastin, glycosaminoglycans 
or fibronectin to increase their fluid building capacity and 
elasticity. Moreover, crosslinking with glutaraldehyde, co-
polymerization with other polymers such as polyhydroxy ethyl 
methacrylate (PHEMA) ameliorate the collagen membrane 
properties of tensile strength as well as increase in the healing 

efficacy of infected wounds and burns. Collagen sponges are 
very effective to heal different type of dermal and epidermal 
wounds, absorb large amount of tissue exudates, and shield 
against secondary bacterial infections [48, 49].

Collagen gels are good drug delivery matrices and used as 
injectable collagen  [50]. (Uchio et al., 2000). Gel produced 
with atelocollagen is used to repair cartilage defects by acting 
as carrier for chondrocytes. Combination of collagen with 
PHEMA as hydrogel has been formulated as delivery systems 
for anticancer drugs such as 5-FU [49].
Developed minipellet made from collagen is very small that 
can be injected through a syringe needle yet spacious enough 
to carry big molecular weight proteins. Different minipellets 
with different carrier compounds have been developed. Among 
them, collagen-based pellet designed as gene delivery tool is 
studied substantially [51]. 

Nanoparticles with sodium sulfate as dissolving agents provide 
charge-charge interactions between DNA and collagen. 
Moreover, nanoparticles are useful tools as a parenteral 
carrier for cytotoxic agents and therapeutic compounds like 
hydrocortisone and campthocin as well as anti HIV drugs [49].

Collagen, because of its ability to control evaporation of the fluid, 
keep wound flexible and pliable, develop granulation tissue, 
and provide mechanical protection against bacterial attack; is 
widely used for treatment of wounds. Because of  its excellent 
adhesion to the wound and stimulation of cell reactivity [48], it 
is used in dental therapy. It prevents clot formation but epithelial 
cell rejuvenation, neovascularization, and stabilization of the 
connective tissue.

Films made from hydrolyzed collagen have been used as a tissue 
adhesive for future replacement due to its chemical resemblance 
to connective tissue and tissue fluid-binding properties. 
Moreover, it is biodegradable, non-toxic, and readily absorbed; 
therefore, it does not impose a hindrance to the healing process 
[52]. Cell culture mixed with homogenized reconstituted 
collagen is used for endodontic repair [52].

Collagen use in food and beverages

Since production of collagen decreases with age and bad diet, 
recent studies has focused on collagen addition to food products 
to gain collagen by diet as some people do not prefer to get 
injections. Food grade bovine (Colageno), type I and III ovine 
collagen (Ovinex), marine collagen (NiKollagen) are some 
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examples of collagen supplements suggested to be used as dietary 
supplements. Moisture absorption property of collagen as well as 
its fractions serve as nutritive fiber and protein source in human 
diets [53]. 

If collagen synthesis decreases, tissues are becoming thinner, 
weaker, and lose elasticity as human get older. Collagen 
supplements provide upholding the skin, nails, hair, and body 
tissues by attracting fibroblasts that synthesize new collagen. By 
developing collagen fibrils in the dermis and cohesion of the 
dermal collagen fibers, suppleness, thickness and resilience in 
addition to hydration of the tissues are improved and enhanced. 
Hydration of skin tissue had direct correlation with smoothness 
and reduction of wrinkling. Collagen use can increase muscle 
gain, reconstruct damaged joint, decrease time for recovery, and 
provide improvement in cardiovascular performance by virtue of 
creatine.  Moreover, arginine present in collagen help to increase 
muscle mass [54]. Type II collagen is suggested to be used for 
rheumatoid arthritis treatment, swelling and stiffness of joints, 
and a chronic inflammatory sickness [55]. In addition, type II 
collagen use for 6 months helps to reduce morning stiffness, 
pain, tender joint, and swollen joint.

Collagen can also be used as food additive for the improvement 
of texture, color, flavor, and quality. The use of collagen in 
sausages and frankfurters provides improvement of rheological 
properties and nutritive value [53]. Heat treated collagen fiber 
can be used as emulsifier to increase protein solubility in water 
by decreasing oil-protein interactions. Heat treated collagen 
fiber provides higher creaming index and increase in the rate of 
emulsion. Similarly, addition of food grade collagen to bologna 
formulation [56], duck feet collagen addition to threadfin bream 
and sardine surimi, and chicken feet collagen addition to jelly 
production [57] are successful examples of collagen use in food 
formulations. 

Use of biodegradable film as a replacement of plastics are getting 
more attention in food and cosmetic industry. Gelatin has limited 
use as biodegradable film due to its hygroscopic nature; thus 
studies focus on the potential of collagen as biodegradable film 
[58]. Film forming properties of collagen and collagen-based 
derivatives are correlated with their amino acid composition 
and molecular weight distribution that are related to mechanical 
and barrier properties of the biodegradable film [59]. Collagen-
based edible films and coating may be applied to different food 
by brushing, immersing, or spraying to protect foods against 
oxygen, moisture, and solute migration, as well as to provide 
structural integrity [56]. Collagen films or coatings are able 

to carry active substances of colors, antioxidants, flavors and 
antimicrobials [60, 61] as well as rosemary extract in processed 
meat preparation [62].

Beside food formulations, collagen addition is practiced to 
sausage casing [53], netted roasts, fish fillets, boneless hams, meat 
pastes, and roast beef [56]. Soy collage, cappuccino collagen, 
and cocoa collagen are some examples of the collagen addition 
to drinks and collagen-infused drinks as well as energy drinks. 
It is reported that collagen drink stimulates the body collagen 
mechanism resulting in sagging and skin wrinkles. Production 
of marine fish peptide collagen drink from salmon fish skin [56], 
coffee formulations with collagen from fish source [63], and 
bovine collagen in refining beer and yeast [64] are the successful 
formulations. 

Conclusions 

Collagen -with different superior properties- finds its place in 
variety of industries as biomaterial or ingredient in formulations.  
It can be used solely and/or combination with different 
compounds in different biomaterials and products. Studies 
mostly focused either on health promoting effect of collagen like 
medical and pharmaceutical uses or improvement of functional 
and quality properties like uses in food and drink formulations. 
However, studies regarding stability of collagen in different 
use, their degradation kinetics and factor affecting stability of 
collagen in different formulation still need to be searched in 
future studies.
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